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ABSTRACT
In this paper we prove that for a given axis the centers
of all central collineations which transform a given proper
conic c into a circle, lie on one conic cc confocal to the
original one. The conics c and cc intersect into real points
and their common diametral chord is conjugate to the di-
rection of the given axis.
Furthermore, for a given center S the axes of all central
collineations that transform conic c into a circle form two
pencils of parallel lines. The directions of these pencils are
conjugate to two common diametral chords of c and the
confocal conic through S that cuts c at real points.
Finally, we formulate a theorem about the connection of
the pair of confocal conics and the fundamental elements
of central collineations that transform these conics into
circles.
Key words: central collineation, confocal conics, Apollo-
nian circles
MSC 2010: 51N05, 51A05, 51M15
O perspektivnim kolineacijama koje danu koniku
preslikavaju u kruzˇnice
SAZˇETAK
U cˇlanku je dokazano da srediˇsta svih perspektivnih ko-
lineacija koje s obzirom na zadanu os preslikavaju danu
koniku c u kruzˇnicu, lezˇe na jednoj konici cc konfokalnoj s
pocˇetnom konikom. Konike c i cc imaju realna sjeciˇsta, a
njihova zajednicˇka dijametralna tetiva konjugirana je smje-
ru zadane osi kolineacije.
Nadalje je dokazano da osi svih prespektivnih kolineacija
koje s obzirom na zadano srediˇste S preslikavaju danu
koniku c u kruzˇnicu, cˇine dva pramena paralelnih pravaca.
Smjerovi tih pramenova konjugirani su zajednicˇkim dijame-
tralnim tetivama konike c i njoj konfokalne konike koja
sadrzˇi tocˇku S i realno sijecˇe c.
Na kraju je formuliran teorem koji govori o vezi para kon-
fokalnih konika i temeljnih elemenata perspektivnih koline-
acija koje te konike preslikavaju u kruzˇnice.
Kljucˇne rijecˇi: perspektivna kolineacija, konfokalne
konike, Apolonijeve kruzˇnice
1 Introduction
Central collineation is a classical and widely studied trans-
formation in projective geometry. Basic properties of this
transformation can be found in any textbook of the field,
including the well-known fact that it can transform any
proper conic into a circle. The standard way of applying
this fact in drawing is that a given conic c, the center S and
the axis a of the central collineation is chosen in a proper
way, using the most suitable, simplest transformation to
transfer c to a circle.
In this paper we consider this problem in a more con-
strained way. Given a conic c and a line a, we try to find all
the centers S with which the central collineation with cen-
ter S and axis a transforms c into a circle. Alternatively,
given a conic c and a point S, we try to find all the axes a
with which the central collineation with center S and axis a
transforms c into a circle. These two problems are solved
in Section 3 and 4. Before these results, we briefly present
the necessary facts about pencils of circles and confocal
conics in Section 2.
The aim of this study is not purely theoretic. Our fu-
ture purpose is to classify special transformations, called
quadratic projections, which are geometric abstractions of
omnidirectional vision tools and cameras [2]. This prac-
tical equipment is of central importance in robotics, and
the geometry of these tools are heavily influenced by the
projective geometric issues studied in the present paper.
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2 Pencils of circles and confocal conics
In this section we collect some basic properties of a pencil
of circles and a range of confocal conics. Both structures
will be used throughout the following sections, so it may
be worth to recall the necessary facts about them. These
issues can be found in several books of the field, e.g. in
[1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].
A pencil of circles is the set of circles which pass through
two given points. It is an elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic
pencil if these intersection points are real and different,
imaginary or coinciding, respectively. See fig. 1.
The circles of elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic pencils cut
the central line into the pairs of elliptic, hyperbolic and
parabolic involution, respectively. Every point on the rad-
ical axis has the same point’s circle power with respect to
all circles of the pencil. On the radical axis all circles of the
pencil induce the same polar involution that is hyperbolic,
elliptic or parabolic, if the pencil is elliptic, hyperbolic or
parabolic, respectively. Every pencil contains its radical
axis and the line at infinity as a splitting circle. Only the
hyperbolic pencils contain two imaginary circles that are
two pairs of isotropic lines with real intersection points that
are called the Poncelet’s points.
Appolonian circles are two pencils of circles such that ev-
ery circle of the first pencil cuts every circle of the sec-
ond pencil orthogonally, and vice versa. If the first pencil
is elliptic, the second is hyperbolic. If the first pencil is
parabolic, the second is parabolic, too. See figures 2, 3.
All circles of one pencil induce the same polar involution
on its radical axis. This involution is the same as the inter-












Figure 1: An elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic pencil of circles are shown in figures a, b and c, respectively.
Figure 2: One family of elliptic and hyperbolic pencils
of orthogonal circles
Figure 3: One family of two orthogonal parabolic pencils
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Figure 4: A is the pole of a with respect to c, and O is the midpoint of the orthogonal pencils of circles. The conic c and the
line a with real and different, imaginary or coinciding intersection points, together with the corresponding
Apollonian circles, are shown in figures a, b and c, respectively.
cil induces on its central line. For Apollonian circles
the Poncelet’s points of the hyperbolic pencil are the La-
guerre’s points of the elliptic pencil.
For every conic c and a line a such that A∞ (the point at
infinity of the line a) is an external point of c, exists one
family of orthogonal circles such that one pencil cuts the
line a at the same points as the conic c, and another cuts
the line a into the pairs of polar involution induced by c on
a, see fig. 4.
The family of confocal conics is a range of conics defined
by two pairs of isotropic tangent lines that always have two
real intersection points called real foci F1, F2. If one focus
is the point at infinity, all confocal conics are parabolas. In
all other cases a confocal range consists of ellipses and hy-
perbolas. Through every point P in the plane, two conics
of a confocal range pass, and they cut orthogonally. If one
of these conics is an ellipse, the other one is a hyperbola
and vice versa.
The tangent lines at P to these conics bisect the angles be-
tween the tangents from P to any other conic of the confo-
cal system (these tangents can be real and different, imag-
inary1 or coinciding). The lines PF1 and PF2 are equally
inclined to the tangents from P to any one of the conics of







Figure 5: The range of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas Figure 6: The range of confocal parabolas
1About the real bisectors of imaginary lines see [6, p. 70].
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3 Collineations with given axis
Let c and a be a given conic and a line, and let A∞ be the
point at infinity on the line a. In this section we consider
the following problem: where are the centers of all central
collineations with a given axis a that transform a conic c
into circles?
Lemma 1 If a point A∞ lies on the conic c or if it is
an internal point of c, there does not exist any central
collineation with the axis a that transforms c into a circle.
PROOF: Since the real or imaginary character of points
and lines is invariant under a central collineation, then it
transforms interior and exterior of a given conic c into the
interior and exterior of the image of c. For every circle, A∞
is an external point. Therefore, all parabolas and hyperbo-
las that pass through A∞ as well as all hyperbolas with A∞
as an internal point, could not be transformed into a circle
by any central collineation with the axis a. 
Theorem 1 For a given straight line a and a conic c,
where A∞ ∈ Ext c, the centers of all central collineations
with the axis a that transform c into circles lie on one conic
cc that is confocal to c. If a is not parallel to any axis of c,
the conic cc is an ellipse, hyperbola or parabola, if c is a
hyperbola, ellipse or parabola, respectively.
PROOF:
• Let a and c (A∞ ∈ Ext c) intersect in two different points
D1, D2, let P (c,a) be a pencil of circles that intersect the
line a at the same points D1 and D2 and let O be the mid-
point of P (c,a). The line a is the radical axis of P (c,a),
the line aa through O orthogonal to a is its central line
and the pencil is elliptic or hyperbolic if D1, D2 are real
or imaginary points, respectively. Let A be the pole of a
with respect to c. OA is the diameter of c conjugate to the
direction of a. Let T and T be the intersection points of the
diameter OA and the conic c. If c is a parabola one of these
points is the point at infinity. See fig. 7.
For every circle c′ ∈ P (c,a) there are two central
collineations with the axis a that transform c into c′. These
collineations transform the diametral chord T T of c into
the diametral chord T1T2 of c′ lying on aa. The intersec-
tions of corresponding rays T T1, TT2 or TT2, T T1 are the
centers S1 and S2 of these collineations, respectively. S1
and S2 are collinear with A and A′, where A′ is the pole
of c′ with respect to a, because polarity is invariant under
a central collineation. Since the points T1 and T2 corre-
spond involutory (the pair of intersections of c′ ∈ P (c,a)
and aa), then varying c′, the mappings T T1 −→ T T2 and
TT2 −→ TT1 define the same projectivity (T )Z (T ). The
resulting curve of this projectivity is a conic cc that con-
tains the centers of all central collineations with the axis
a which transform c into circles. The points T and T that
correspond to the splitting circle (c′ breaks up into the line























































Figure 7: In figure a, conic c is a hyperbola, D1, D2 are real points and cc is an ellipse that cuts aa at imaginary points. In
figure b, conic c is an ellipse, D1, D2 are imaginary points and cc is a hyperbola that cuts aa at Poncelet’s points
of P (c,a). In figure c, conic c is a parabola, D1, D2 are real points and cc is a parabola that cuts the line aa at
the pair of imaginary points.
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The point S1 is the intersection of common tangents of c
and c′ that can be real or imaginary. Therefore, a line b
that passes through S1 and C′, where C′ is the center of the
circle c′, bisects the angle ]F1S1F2 (where F1, F2 are the
foci of c) and it is the tangent line of cc at S1. Namely, if
we suppose that b cuts cc at any other point S 6= S2 (S1S2
cuts aa at A′ 6= C′), then S would be the third solution that
transform c into c′ which is impossible according to the
previous considerations. Thus, the tangent line at every
point S1 of the conic cc bisects the angle ]F1S1F2, i.e. F1
and F2 are the foci of cc, see fig. 7. The conic cc cuts the
line aa at two double points of the involution T1 ←→ T2,
that are imaginary if P (c,a) is elliptic or real Poncelet’s
points P1, P2 if it is hyperbolic.
Since the conics c and cc intersect each other in the real
points T , T , cc is a hyperbola, ellipse or parabola, if c is an
ellipse, hyperbola or parabola, respectively.
• Let a be the tangent of c with a touching point O and
let T be another intersection point of c and the diameter of
c through O (if c is a parabola, T is the point at infinity).
Let c′ be a circle with the center C′ that touches a at the
point O and let T ′ be another intersection point of the di-
ameter of c′ through O and c′. It is clear that there exists a
unique central collineation with the center S and the axis a
that transform T and T ′ and the conic c into c′, see fig. 8.
Since the conics c and c′ have common tangent lines t1, t2
through S (real and different, imaginary or coinciding) they
also have a common bisector b of these tangents through S.
This line b also bisects the angle ]F1SF2 and is the tangent
at S of a conic cc that is confocal to c and passes through
the points T and O. Thus, every point on the conic cc is
the center of one central collineation that transforms c into
a circle. On the other hand, every circle c′ ∈ P (c,a) de-
fines the unique solution S that is the touching point of the
tangent b from C′ to the conic cc (another tangent through
C′ to cc is the line aa with the touching point O), i.e. all
solutions lie on the conic cc.
Since the conics c and cc intersect each other in the real
points O and T , cc is a hyperbola, ellipse or parabola, if c
is an ellipse, hyperbola or parabola, respectively.
• If the line a is perpendicular to one axis of the conic c, all
centers of central collineations that transform c into circles
lie on the central line aa of the pencil P (c,a). Namely,
for every c′ ∈ P (c,a) there exists S ∈ aa that is the inter-
section of common tangent lines of c and c′ (these tangent
lines can be real or imaginary). The point S is the center of
central collineation that transforms c into c′. The line aa
is the part of a splitting conic that is confocal to c. In the
cases when c is an ellipse or hyperbola, the confocal conic
splits into the axes of c, and if c is a parabola it splits into
its axis and the line at infinity. 
In the case when c is an ellipse, the conic cc is a hyperbola
with two real points at infinity and the pencil of circles
P (c,a) contains two circles into which the given ellipse is
transformed by an affinity. The construction of these cir-
cles is a solution of a classical task in constructive geome-
try: The centers of these circles are the intersection points
of the line aa and one circle, where the diameter of this
circle is formed by the intersection points of the given line
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4 Collineations with given center
For a given point S and a conic c, the following problem
is considered in this section: where are the axes of all cen-
tral collineations with given center S that transform a given
proper conic c into circles?
In the following, by ccS we denote the confocal conic to c
that passes through S and cuts c at real points.
Theorem 2 For a given point S and a conic c, the axes of
all central collineations with the center S that transform c
into circles form two pencils of parallel lines with direc-
tions conjugate to two common diametral chords of c and
ccS.
PROOF: Let c and S be any conic and a point and let b be
the bisector of the tangent lines of c through S. If c is an
ellipse or parabola, b bisects the internal angle]F1SF2 and
if c is a hyperbola b bisects the external angle ]F1SF2. For
every point C′ ∈ b there exists one circle c′ such that c and
c′ have common tangent lines t1, t2 through S (real and dif-
ferent, imaginary or coinciding). Let the common diame-
tral chords of c and ccS be XX and YY (if c is a parabola
X and Y coincide with the point at infinity) and let x and y
be the tangent lines at X and Y , respectively. The line b is
the tangent line of ccS at S. Let us consider any two lines
a1 ‖ x, S /∈ a1, and a2 ‖ y, S /∈ a2 and let O1 and O2 be the
midpoints of the polar involutions that conic c induces on
a1 and a2, respectively. According to Theorem 1, there are
two central collineations with the center S and axes a1 and
a2 that transform c into circles c′1 and c′2, respectively. The
centers of these circles are the intersection points of b and
the lines aa1 and aa2, perpendicular to a1 and a2 through
the points O1 and O2, respectively. Thus, for every c and S
there are two pencils of parallel lines such that every cen-
tral collineation with the center S and the axis that belongs
to one of the pencils transforms c into a circle. See fig. 9.
On the other hand, if c is transformed to a circle by a cen-
tral collineation with the center S then the polar involu-
tion induced by c on the vanishing line is transformed to
the circular involution on the line at infinity. The isotropic
lines through S cut c into four imaginary points and among
six lines that join them only two are real. These two
real sides of the complete quadrangle (determined with the
four intersections of c and the isotropic lines through S)
are the vanishing lines v1 and v2 of the requested central
collineations. Thus, there are only two directions for axis
of central collineatios with the center S that transform c
into circles. The lines v1, v2 pass through the pole of b
with respect to c and must be excluded from the pencils
(a1) and (a2) as the axes of central collineations because
they correspond with the isotropic lines through S in the























Figure 9: Circles c′1 and c′2 are the images of c under the central collineations with the center S and axes a1 and a2 with
vanishing lines v1 and v2, respectively. For any other central collineation with center S that transforms c into a
circle, the vanishing line is either v1 or v2.
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5 Joint collineations of confocal conics
Finally we provide a consequence of the above discussed
theorems proving a strong relationship among Apollonian
circles, confocal conics and the fundamental elements of
central collineations which transform them to circles.
If c1 and c2 are proper conics with a center C and common
diametral chords XX and YY , then for every point A ∈ XX ,
A 6= C (B ∈ YY , B 6= C) the pair of polar lines a1, a2 (b1,
b2) of A (B) with respect to c1 and c2, respectively, are or-
thogonal lines intersecting at a point A∈ XX (B∈YY ) that
















Figure 10: The polar lines a1 and a2 (b1 and b2) are par-
allel to the tangent lines at X (Y) of conics c1
and c2, respectively.
Theorem 3 Let c1 and c2 be proper confocal conics with
a center C and common diametral chords XX and YY. Let
a1 and a2 (b1 and b2) be any pair of lines conjugate to XX
(YY ) with respect to c1 and c2, respectively, intersecting at
a point A ∈ XX, A 6= C (B ∈ YY , B 6= C). Then, the cen-
ters S1,S2 of all central collineations with axis a1, a2 (b1,
b2) that transform c1, c2 into circles lie on the conic c2, c1,
respectively.
Varying S1 ∈ c1 and S2 ∈ c2 the image circles form Apollo-
nian circles with central lines a2, a1 (b2, b1).
The tangent lines at S1 and S2 of conics c1 and c2 cut the
central lines a2, a1 (b2, b1) into the centers of circles that
correspond to the touching points S1 and S2 as the centers
of collineations, respectively.
PROOF: The proof follows directly from the proof of the-
orem 1, properties that are illustrated in fig. 4 and fig. 10
and the fact that confocality of conics and orthogonality of
circles are symmetric relations. See figures 11, 12 and 13.

In the following figures the properties listed in theorem 3
are presented. These figures as well as all previous are pro-




























Figure 11: All central collineations with the green (blue)
axis and a center on the blue (green) conic
transform the green (blue) conic into green
(blue) circles. The directions of the axes in fig-
ures a and b are conjugate to the common dia-
metral chords of confocal conics. In both fig-
ures, the property that the tangent line at a cen-
ter of collineation passes through the center of
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Figure 12: The illustration of theorem 3 for confocal






Figure 13: If the axes a1 and a2 coincide with the tangent
lines at the intersection point of c1 and c2, the
image circles form the family of parabolic pen-
cils.
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